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beautiful scenery...
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a home away from home...
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Dear Shareholder
Even though the year is coming to an end, we are still very busy improving the resort to ensure that
you, our guests, have the most memorable experience. From upgrading the units to contributing
to conservation, we are dedicated to upholding the quality standard of our Silver Crown status.

Resort Refurbishment
We are proud to inform you that there have been many improvements made to Mount
Amanzi over the last year, with many still being made.
The library is now open in The Old Kitchen coffee bar where guests can enjoy reading a book while
sipping a hot cup of coffee. To add to the family entertainment there is a newly built giant naughts
and crosses game as well as the very popular air hockey table which is enjoyed by all ages.
The mobile mini pizza oven has recently been added to the food and beverage services offered to
guests laying around the pool deck. Our assortment of mini pizza’s and waffles grow in popularity
every weekend as they are the perfect size to fill up empty tummies. We also offer a wide selection
of bigger pizza’s in The Old Kitchen Restaurant. These pizza’s are definitely a favourite with guests
at the moment.
A snack bar has recently been added to the Mini Market where we sell home baked treats from our
own Restaurant Kitchen. These treats include fudge, rusks, biscuits, coconut ice and much more.
From the snack bar we also offer a variety of hot beverages, milkshakes, sandwiches, pies and
home baked muffins. Don’t forget the slush puppy and soft serve ice creams which are well-loved
by our younger guests.
To offer our guests the finest quality vacation, we are upgrading our chalets with new linen, curtains,
bed throws and paintings. The stoves are being replaced and we are already more than halfway!
Soundproofing has been completed on all chalets. Soon guests will be able to braai in style as all
our braai areas are in the process of being tiled. For the luxury lovers we have added new leather
tub chairs, ottomans and two-seater couches to all units.
To make every bride’s dream wedding come true, our Wedding Chapel area has undergone
refurbishments. The chapel roof has been changed from thatch to Harvey tiles and the entrance
has been enlarged. Around the chapel, the gardens have been beautifully landscaped, making it
perfect for photos. Inside the chapel a stunning new podium and cross have been built by our own
maintenance team! For our guests convenience, the ablutions have been refurbished.

Going Green
In the spirit of going green all our cleaning products are being made on-site with our
Ecolyte system. We have also created our own recycling site to store and process all the
waste collected from strategically placed recycle bins.
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Coming Soon…
WiFi facilities

Thank You!

Important Notices

We would like to take this opportunity to thank our shareholders for their ongoing loyalty

Checking in procedures: in the interest of safety,

and support and for their kind cooperation and understanding during the refurbishment
process.
We know that refurbishment related activities have sometimes been disruptive to our guests and
there have been periods when certain facilities were, by necessity, out of commission. You have
been most gracious and we are sure that you will agree that the results are proving to be well worth
any inconvenience that may have been, or may still be, caused in the process.

We look forward to seeing you soon

Your Mount Amanzi shareholding means that you are part-owner of something really special and
truly unique. Nothing would make us happier than having each member here in person in the
coming year, enjoying the benefits of your holiday and reconnecting with everything that makes
Mount Amanzi so extraordinary.

In closing
As the year draws swiftly to a close, we would like to wish our members a peaceful and
happy end to what we trust has been a rewarding year and an uplifting and inspiring start to

allowing a guest to occupy your timeshare week,
the Guest must be in possession of a valid guest
certificate which is obtainable from head office
prior to the guest’s arrival.

Use Agreement and no occupation or usage of any
form is allowable until the levies have been paid.
(This applies to usage, space bank, renting etc. of
the timeshare week).

Space banking and rentals: Please note that
a request for space-banking or rental, must be
submitted to Property Admin a minimum of five
months prior to the occupation date, to enable us
to process same. Please contact Property Admin at:
reservations@mountamanzi.co.za.
Communication: to enable us to communicate
effectively, please ensure that you update us
regarding your current contact details, and most
importantly, your email address.
Occupation dates: please note that resort
calendars are linked to school holidays, and
it is therefore vital that you check the annual
calendar to ensure that you occupy the correct
week. Please refer to the 2015 calendar which
was distributed in October 2014, and which is also
available on the web page http://vrsonline.co.za/
MountAmanzi2015-Calendar.pdf

Warm regards

Marjorie Forssman
Managing Director – VRS
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Guest certificates: In the event that you are

Levy payments: levies must be paid in terms of the

We would like to urge our members that have not visited the resort recently to do so.

an exceptional new year.

security and ensuring that only confirmed guests are
allowed access to the resort, you will be required to
produce both the reservation confirmation / guest
certificate and your ID, and also to complete the
indemnity form when checking into the resort.
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Highlights of 2014...
casual day...

spring day...
woman’s day...

mother’s day...
valentines day...

father’s day...

Come join in on the fun...

